cars in camera...
...your complete
service provider

cars in camera...
...where out of the
ordinary is ordinary
Other services include
Project Management
International Car Relocation
Car Sourcing
Delivery to Track days
Delivery of Racing Cars
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Established for over 35 years with our roots
deeply embedded in vehicle movements and the
film and promotional industries, Cars In Camera
provide a wide variety of services, some of which
are detailed below:
Car Transporting
We have a fleet of enclosed car transporters to provide
security for high value, prestigious and vintage cars being
transported anywhere in the world. Our vehicle sizes
range from single car carriers through to six car carriers.
Within the fleet, there a number of temperature controlled
vehicles that are used for the movement of clay models
and prototypes. All of the vehicles are fitted with winches
to allow the movement of non running cars or prototypes,
some are fitted with an independent electric generator for
charging electric vehicles and providing lighting support.
Some vehicles have tail lifts to ensure that cars with very low
ground clearance can be loaded without the risk
of damage.

All of our drivers are uniformed and have extensive
experience of the industry sectors that we operate in.
Advertising and Film Shoots
Not only can we provide and deliver the cars to your
locations, we also provide technicians to maintain their
appearance and precision drivers to move the cars around
during film shoots and photo calls. Recent advertising
appearances for our staff include Hyundai and Renault.
We are able to provide Peelcote services that allow cars to
be sprayed with a different colour or design and then be
returned to their original colour without the need to be
resprayed.
Promotional Activities
We provide a range of services that cover any form of show
preparation including removing all fluids and providing
installations for showing off cars at their best, on site
professional valetting and delivering to locations that aren’t
designed for cars. Our staff can remain with the vehicle
during any show to ensure that they are maintained in a
pristine condition.

